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WATCH AUTUMN AUTOMATIC IP
BROWN
Serie: brown Serie: 39 mm
Order number: 20412470
Hersteller: Alexander Shorokhoff

€1,745.00 *
Prices incl. VAT plus shipping costs

Ready to ship today, delivery time appr. 1-3 workdays
Also available in our Store at Königsallee 42 in Düsseldorf.

Product information "Watch Autumn Automatic IP brown"

The model "Autumn" is a tribute to autumn. The warm tones and diamond dust emphasize the harmonious appearance.

A homage to nature – by “Alexander Shorokhoff

One of the most famous models of the Alexander Shorokhoff watch manufactory is the "Winter" watch. This model has been inspiring
the international public for years. But not only that, because in 2017 the model has also convinced the expert jury of the German
Design Award and bears the title "Special Mention 2017".

The time was now ripe to think about designing other seasons. In order to present autumn in all its glory, many brown and golden tones
are needed. The color palette of autumn offers a large selection of many different shades. Also a dark orange fits perfectly into the
warm color spectrum. And these are exactly the colors Alexander Shorokhov has chosen to create his new model "Autumn".

The entire design is based on the successful automatic watch "Winter", but has been color-matched and thus drastically changes its
appearance. The leaf design is refined in yellow-gold, the diamond dust is underlaid with orange color. The case and hands are plated
in a warm chocolate tone. The stingray leather strap in turn shines in a bright red. This emphasizes the new appearance and gives it a
very harmonious look.

But that’s not all – the rotor of the Swiss automatic movement is also provided with a hand-engraved golden maple leaf to manifest the
theme in a final touch. This gives the watch an exceptional appearance and will enhance every wrist to the highest level.

REFERENCE NUMBER: AS.LA-AMN-10
CALIBER: 2824.ETA (SW200) automatic, with a hand-engraved and refined oscillating weight, blued screws, 25 (26) jewels
POWER RESERVE: Ca. 49 (38) Hours
FUNCTIONS: Hours, minutes, central second, date
CASE: Stainless steel case, brown plated
HEIGHT: 10.6 mm
DIAMETER: 39 mm
GLASS: Sapphire crystal on both sides, anti-reflective on the front
WATER RESISTANCE: 5 atm
DIAL: Orange with ornaments, covered with diamond dust, real diamonds at 3 and 6 o'clock
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HANDS: Brown plated
WIDTH OF STRAP: 20 mm
STRAP: Stingray leather strap with engraved solid stainless steel pin buckle

Related links to "Watch Autumn Automatic IP brown"

- Do you have any questions concerning this product?

- Further products by Alexander Shorokhoff

https://www.franzen.de/en/anfrage-formular?sInquiry=detail&sOrdernumber=20412470
https://www.franzen.de/en/alexander-shorokhoff/

